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European Foreword 

This document (prEN 16603-50-24:2021) has been prepared by Technical 
Committee CEN/CLC/TC 5 “Space”, the secretariat of which is held by DIN 
(Germany). 

This document (prEN 16603-50-24:2021) originates from ECSS-E-AS-50-24C-
DIR1. 

This document is currently submitted to the ENQUIRY. 

EN 16603-50-24, EN 16603-50-25 and EN 16603-50-26 will together supersede 
EN 16603-50-04:2014.  

The main changes with respect to EN 16603-50-04:2014 are listed below: 

- Replacement of document by three Adoption Notices. 

This document has been developed to cover specifically space systems and will 
therefore have precedence over any EN covering the same scope but with a 
wider do-main of applicability (e.g. : aerospace). 
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1 
Scope 

This document identifies the clauses and requirements modified with respect to 
the standard CCSDS 231.0-B-3, TC Synchronization and Channel Coding, Issue 3, 
September 2017 for application in ECSS. 
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2 
Context information 

In the standard CCSDS 231.0-B-3, TC Synchronization and Channel Coding, 
CCSDS specifies synchronization and channel coding schemes, and the Physical 
Layer Operations Procedures, for use with EN 16603-50-25 (ECSS-E-AS-50-25) 
TC Space Data Link Protocol. 

This Adoption Notice adopts and applies CCSDS 231.0-B-3 with a minimum set 
of modifications, identified in the present document, to allow for reference and 
for a consistent integration in the ECSS system of standards. 

CCSDS 231.0-B-3 is similar to clauses 8 (Synchronization and coding sublayer) 
and 9 (Physical layer) of the EN 16603-50-04:2014 (ECSS-E-ST-50-04C) Space data 
links – Telecommand protocols synchronization and channel coding. 

EN 16603-50-04:2014 (ECSS-E-ST-50-04) that is superseded by the following 
three Adoption Notices: EN 16603-50-24 (ECSS-E-ST-50-24), EN 16603-50-25 
(ECSS-E-AS-50-25) and EN 16603-50-26 (ECSS-E-AS-50-26).  

Differences between these standards that are not covered by the normative 
modifications in clause 4 are described in the informative Annex A. 

 

Overview of superseded EN 16603-50-xx Standards 

Superseded EN New EN Based on CCSDS 
EN 16603-50-01:2014 EN 16603-50-21 CCSDS 131.0-B-3 (Sept. 2017) 

EN 16603-50-03:2014 EN 16603-50-22 CCSDS 132.0-B-2 (Sept. 2015) 

EN 16603-50-23 CCSDS 732.0-B-3  (August 2016) 

EN 16603-50-04:2014 EN 16603-50-24 CCSDS 231.0-B-3 (Sept. 2017) 

EN 16603-50-25 CCSDS 232.0-B-3 (Sept. 2015) 

EN 16603-50-26 CCSDS 232.1-B-2 (Sept. 2010) 
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3 
Abbreviated terms 

Abbreviation Meaning 

BCH Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem 

CLTU Communications Link Transmission Unit 

LDPC Low-density Parity-check 

PLOP Physical Layer Operations Procedure 

SEC Single Error Correction 
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4 
Application requirements 

a. CCSDS 231.0-B-3, TC Synchronization and Channel Coding, Issue 2, September 2010 shall apply with the following modifications listed in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1: Applicability table for CCSDS 231.0-B-3 
Clause or 

requirement 
number 

Applicability Applicable text 
(the new/added text is underlined) 

Comments Text as in the original 
document 

(deleted text with strikethrough) 
2.2.2 Modified 

(statement in 
informative 
section) 

The Frame Error Control Field (FECF) 
defined in reference [1] is used to reduce 
the probability of undetected errors. 

CCSDS informative section 
modified: 

words “may be used” replaced by 
words “is used”; words 
“particularly when the modified 
BCH code is decoded in an error-
correcting mode”deleted. 

The Frame Error Control Field 
(FECF) defined in reference [1] may 
be used to reduce the probability of 
undetected errors, particularly 
when the modified BCH code is 
decoded in an error-correcting 
mode. 

3.5 Modified  Codewords that have been encoded using 
the modified BCH code described in 3.3 
shall be decoded in an error correcting 
mode (Single Error Correction, or SEC). In 
error-correcting mode, the code can correct 
one bit in error and can detect two bits in 

CCSDS requirement modified: 
SEC decoding not optional for 
BCH; 

Word “may” replaced by word 
“shall”. Words 

Codewords that have been encoded 
using the modified BCH code 
described in 3.3 may be decoded 
either in an error-detecting mode 
(Triple Error Detection, or TED) or 
in an error correcting mode (Single 
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Clause or 
requirement 

number 

Applicability Applicable text 
(the new/added text is underlined) 

Comments Text as in the original 
document 

(deleted text with strikethrough) 
error. “either in an error-detecting mode 

(Triple Error Detection, or TED) 
or” and words “depending on 
mission requirements” deleted. 
Sentence “When the error-
detecting mode is chosen, one, 
two or three bits in error will be 
detected within the codeword 
(not counting the appended Filler 
Bit); when the error-correcting 
mode is chosen, one bit in error 
will be corrected and two bits in 
error will be detected” deleted. 
New sentence “In error-correcting 
mode, the code can correct one bit 
in error and can detect two bits in 
error” added. 

Error Correction, or SEC), 
depending on mission 
requirements. When the error-
detecting mode is chosen, one, two 
or three bits in error will be 
detected within the codeword (not 
counting the appended Filler Bit); 
when the error-correcting mode is 
chosen, one bit in error will be 
corrected and two bits in error will 
be detected. 

Table 5-1, in 
row S3 for 
State 
Definition 
bullet 1 

Modified  

(Text in a Table 5-
1) 

Codewords, which are either free of error 
or which can be corrected, are received, 
decoded, and derandomized, and their 
contents are transferred to the sublayer 
above 

CCSDS text in Table 5-1 modified: 

randomization not optional both 
for BCH and for LDPC. Words “if 
necessary” deleted. 

Codewords, which are either free of 
error or  

which can be corrected, are 
received, decoded,  

and derandomized (if necessary), 
and their contents are transferred to 
the sublayer above. 

Note 1 below 
Table 5-2 

Modified  

(NOTE) 

When BCH code is used, the search for the 
Start Sequence in State 2 accepts a Start 
Sequence containing one error. 

CCSDS NOTE modified: SEC 
decoding not optional for BCH. 
Word “in” deleted and replaced 
by words “when BCH code is 

In the search for the Start Sequence 
in State 2, no error in the Start 
Sequence is allowed if the modified 
BCH code is decoded in the error-
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